
People’s GNU Dictatorship Board of Dictators
Application for Membership (Form W2983-2010F)

If you are a US Citizen currently residing in the US, use Form US2983-2010E

1. Name 

    
 Last First Middle

   
 Preferred Pseudonyms Other legal or social nicknames

2. Contact Information

   
Mailing Address Flat # Email

    
City                                                                                 State                                    Postal code

   
Home                                         Work                                           Cell

Office Use Only

_________/__________           _______________________              ______:______|______{____}
UCI Score     HHE Score                           Department                                DWC     SS           AQ        LLS



3. Personal Information
       

Favourite Football Team         Passport Number         ISP                  Bandwidth        Price/Month

    
Shoe size         Inseam (cm)              Tyre Brand             Tetris™ High Score       Date Achieved 

  
Date of Birth                                 # of Fillings on upper teeth              Make/Model of Freezer

C:  M:  Y:  K:    H:  S:  T:         
Eye Color (CMYK                       -or-             HST)                                Supermarket of Choice

 
Favourite Color Favourite Prime Number 

 
Facebook Login (required) Facebook Password (required) 

 
Luscher Color Test Results Favourite Communications Theorist

 
Favourite Programming Language(s) # of Digits of Pi Memorized

 
Left or Right Brained? Is the cup half full or half empty? (explain)

 
Credit Card # (required) Expiration Date (required)

 
Security Code (required) Astrological sign

 
4. References
Please list three to five personal references. Include no more than one relative and at least one 
current or recent world leader. Include at least one representative of a non-human species.

   
Name Contact Info Relationship

   
Name Contact Info Relationship

   
Name Contact Info Relationship

   
Name Contact Info Relationship

   
Name Contact Info Relationship 



5. Educational History

   
Grammar School                                          Address                             Graduation date

   
Areas of emphasis                                       GPA                              Popularity ranking

   
Middle School                                              Address                              Graduation date

   
Areas of emphasis                                       GPA                                   Popularity ranking

   
Secondary School                                       Address                              Graduation date

   
Areas of emphasis                                       GPA                                   Popularity ranking 

   
Undergraduate College                               Address                              Graduation date

   
Areas of emphasis                                       GPA                                   Popularity ranking 

   
Graduate School #1                                    Address                              Graduation date

   
Areas of emphasis                                      GPA                                    Popularity ranking 

   
Graduate School #2                                    Address                              Graduation date

   
Areas of emphasis                                      GPA                                    Popularity ranking 

   
Propaganda Training (required)                  Address                              Graduation date

   
Areas of emphasis                                      GPA                                    Popularity ranking 

   
Masters of Dictatorship Studies (required)  Address                             Graduation date

   
Areas of emphasis                                      GPA                                    Popularity ranking 

   
Culinary training (optional)                          Address                              Graduation date

   
Areas of emphasis                                      GPA                                    Popularity ranking 



6. Residences for the last 10 years (or last 7 addresses)
Please list any address you have lived at or used to receive mail for the last 10 years.  Start with your most recent address and 
continue until you have listed all of them or have filled up the blanks.

 
Street                                                                                                                          Flat

  
City                                                                                 State                                    Postal code

 
Street                                                                                                                          Flat

  
City                                                                                 State                                    Postal code

 
Street                                                                                                                          Flat

  
City                                                                                 State                                    Postal code

 
Street                                                                                                                          Flat

  
City                                                                                 State                                    Postal code

 
Street                                                                                                                          Flat

  
City                                                                                 State                                    Postal code

 
Street                                                                                                                          Flat

  
City                                                                                 State                                    Postal code

 
Street                                                                                                                          Flat

  
City                                                                                 State                                    Postal code



7.  Accomplishments/Honors
Please list and briefly explain all of your accomplishments and honors that would be pertinent to the work of the Board of Dictators. 



8. Essays
Choose any three of the five topics.  Please respond in the space below the topic or attach additional pages for each essay  
with the topic clearly designated.  Responses should be in essay format and should be between 500-1000 words.

Topic A:  Explain what is wrong with the status quo.



Topic B: Democracy is often considered a panacea for all of society's ills, but more often 
than not it ends up emphasizing divisions in society and requiring individuals to band 
with each other in order to keep “them” from ruining society.  What's more, even when 
democracies work, they tend to work extremely slowly.  Dictatorships, when run by 
compassionate leaders, allow individuals to be true to themselves without fear of 
repercussions and are clearly more efficient.  Even so, some political scientists 
discourage implementing dictatorships.   Please choose one side in this debate and 
argue your case.



Topic C: Make a case for your membership in the GNU Public Dictatorship’s Board of 
Dictators.  Explain why you are essential to our success.



Topic D: While brads and other threats of the recent past have been relatively easy to 
avoid and simple to counteract, the Parent Corporation has become increasingly 
sophisticated in its methods.  In spite of our successes, thousands of people are daily 
tricked into becoming slaves of nefarious office products.  Please explain how you have 
been active in the fight against such slavery and how you would use your office (should 
you be chosen)  to keep everyone safe from brads, hole punches, and other threats.



Topic E:  If you were given a time machine that would work but once (no return trip) but 
could take you to any point in space and time past, present, or future, where would you 
go?  How would your choice benefit the New Future?
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